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penelope Penelope is a porn star in the ETV show, playing the role of a
struggling housewife. Penelope plays the part perfectly, she gets breast
fetishes and enjoys lots of facials, facials and more facials.Q: How is

tableName parameter from java code at Neo4j 1.9.7 parameter different
from that from the spring-boot code at Neo4j 3.1.3? I am building a simple

Spring boot REST API which connects to Neo4j 1.9.7. When I boot the
application up without any further changes, the server returns a list of
Labels which has the following code: @Query("MATCH (g:Person)

WHERE g.kType = 'x' RETURN g.name") and I can successfully access it
using my browser. But when I add this code after deploying to the

application: graphDb.schema().createLabel("Company") where graphDb is
a Neo4jSessionFactory bean, the web server will return this error: Caused

by:
org.neo4j.ogm.metadata.metadata.mapping.MappingMetadataException:

Error creating mapping: Parameter with name 'tableName' has type
'java.lang.String' in a result operation with type 'java.lang.String'.

ResultType.class is not compatible with type java.lang.String. Please ensure
all result types implement the result interface. Could someone explain to me
what's going on? Thank you in advance. A: Neo4j does not have the ability
to return dynamic return types within queries unless the schema is known,
which in this case it is. So @Query("MATCH (g:Person) WHERE g.kType
= 'x' RETURN g.name") will not work. Neo4j only returns simple types on
queries, unless the schema is known. You can however do a dynamic create
with Cypher, but the catch is that your Cypher must represent a schema that
is known. Since you are using neo4j-ogm, it means that the returned schema
(which has to be a java class) will not be dynamic. You can see this if you

look at the object returned in the db. To answer your
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